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							T-shirts, polo shirts, tank tops, sweatshirts, fleeces, shirts, trousers, shorts, and much more in the richest and most well-stocked selection of clothing items on the web!
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							What kind of gadgets do you have in mind today? Choose from a special selection of quality items to successfully promote your business. Trust the gadget professionals!
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							Quality, design, style and trendy define the widest online catalog of promotional, classic, sporty and casual hats for all seasons and trends.
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							A vast catalog of workwear to ensure maximum safety combined with comfort, dressing professionals and others from head to toe.
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	Pubblicarrello.com s.r.l. - VAT Number 05475500822 - REA n. PA-257536 - CHAP. Social: € 100.000,00 i.v.

	Commercial Office, Show Room, Production and Registered Office: Via Galileo Galilei, 4 - 90044 Zona Industriale Carini (PA) - Tel. +39 091 670 9726

	Administrative offices and purchases: Tel. +39 06 810 1392
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  Custom clothing, hats and gadgets? They are certainly excellent tools for promoting your company or event. On Pubblicarrello.com you can find a wide range of hats, gadgets and even clothing to increase Brand Awareness and spread the desired promotional message.
 
How to get the best results? Marketing also involves personalized t-shirts, on which the company logo or claim is imprinted. During a company party, a fair or an event, wearing customized t-shirts produced by Pubblicarrello.com is an optimal way to convey Brand Awareness. The t-shirts are available in different sizes, materials and colors, to satisfy all needs.
 
Not only clothing: customized gadgets are numberless and besides being useful accessories, they are perfect gift ideas for customers, prospects or employees. Cups, key rings, umbrellas, pens, shoppers and much more with customized writings and logos will always remind those who receive them a special moment and, of course, the company represented on the gadgets. Imprinting the company's logo and claim on everyday accessories is a winning idea: this way, every time you use the keychain, the pen or the umbrella, the Brand Awareness objective will be achieved.
 
Making exclusive items of clothing or hats is very simple. To print your own ideas just select the product, choose any sizes and colors and proceed with the order. Afterwards a graphic designer will send a graphic draft with positioning, print colors and real format of the logos. It will be possible to make any changes and only after confirmation the goods will be sent to production.
 
Thanks to the function that allows you to price quotation, you can view the price in real time, following a few simple steps and without any registration by choosing the delivery date directly to the cart. Shipments are free throughout Europe for customized goods and deliveries made by express courier UPS, TNT, BRT, GLS.
Pubblicarrello.com brings together the best products on the market, offering a wide range of selected garments among the best companies in the world such as Fruit Of The Loom, Gildan, B&C, Russel, Stedman, JHK, American Apparel, Stanley & Stella, Roly , Siggi, Clique and many others. Customized clothing, gadgets and hats: quality, speed and efficiency are the keywords that will allow all companies in any sector to make purchases for every type of requirement and situation, without giving up style and originality at the lowest price on the web.
 
Start browsing and choose from more than 15,000 items on our online catalog. Choose the right one for your promotion needs and give the go ahead to creativity: print messages, logos, photos and customized phrases. The results will be surprising and quick delivery.
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